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2012 PRE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS EVENTS IN ITALY
WHAT A SEASON FOR VAL DI FIEMME!

A 2-month long test event for Val di Fiemme starting next January
FIS Tour de Ski final chapter opens up the season
Women’s and Men’s Ski Jumping WC and Nordic Combined WC follow
Val di Fiemme gets ready for the 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships


The official presentation of the main Nordic skiing events scheduled in Italy’s Val di Fiemme for next winter was staged yesterday in Milan. A common press conference made room for an unusual talk show presented by experienced sport journalist Ivana Vaccari, who welcomed special guests such as cross-country skiing athletes Cristian Zorzi, Antonella Confortola and Gaia Vuerich, Italy’s XC head coach Silvio Fauner, ski jumpers Lisa Demetz and Veronica Gianmoena, Italy’s ski jumping head coach Roberto Cecon and Nordic Combined sportsmen Alessandro Pittin and Lukas Runggaldier. 
Nordic Ski Fiemme OC President Pietro De Godenz illustrated detailed programs and some interesting news about incoming winter season in Val di Fiemme, where the next Nordic World Ski Championships will take place in 2013.
The pre Worlds season will kick off on January 7th and 8th with the FIS Tour de Ski’s final leg along the famous ‘Final Climb’ on the Alpe Cermis ski slope. The two-day FIS Tour de Ski event in Val di Fiemme will begin with two mass start races (Men 20 km CT and Women 10 km CT) at the cross country ski stadium in Lago di Tesero on Saturday January 7th, followed by the promotional ‘Rampa con i Campioni’ race on Sunday morning and the Final Climb afterwards, ‘a spectacular and exciting race that everyone will surely be enjoying once again, inside and outside the track alike’, underlined Silvio Fauner yesterday. Entertaining activities will be organized in both days inside the Lago di Tesero XC stadium, in Cavalese town centre and along the tracks.  
On January 14th and 15th, the first Women’s Ski Jumping World Cup will be landing in Predazzo and a ‘Fiemme in Rosa’ special weekend for girls will be served. 
The last pre world championships events in Val di Fiemme will take place during the first weekend of February (Sat 4th and Sun 5th), with the Nordic Combined specialists and World Cup ski jumpers once again invading Val di Fiemme and its revamped venues. ‘Both stadiums in Lago di Tesero and Predazzo have been largely renewed in the last months with eco-friendly construction methods and materials, following the UNI EN ISO 14001 certification received in 2003’, claimed De Godenz, adding also that the OC is now working to obtain a Disability Access Certificate that will make the 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships in Val di Fiemme the first Nordic world event with no barriers whatsoever.
Over a thousand volunteers have been recruited so far for the 2013 World event, and they will be officially “challenged” during the pre-Worlds from next January onwards.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 


Download TV footage:
www.broadcaster.it 



